20 YEARS OF TALKS
KEEPING PALESTINIANS OCCUPIED

ISRAELI SETTLEMENTS & PALESTINIAN DISPLACEMENT

- **11,000 PALESTINIANS FORCED OUT OF JERUSALEM SINCE 1993**
- **53,000 ISRAELI SETTLEMENT HOMES BUILT SINCE 1993**
- **$6.3 BILLION ISRAELI GOVERNMENT ANNUAL EXPENDITURE ON SETTLEMENTS 2010**
- **4,500 OUTSTANDING DEMOLITION ORDERS ON PALESTINIAN BUILDINGS SINCE 1993**
- **15,000 PALESTINIAN HOMES DESTROYED SINCE 1993**
- **11,000 PALESTINIANS FORCED OUT OF JERUSALEM SINCE 1993**
- **4,500 OUTSTANDING DEMOLITION ORDERS ON PALESTINIAN BUILDINGS SINCE 1993**

ISRAELI RESTRICTIONS & PALESTINIAN FRAGMENTATION

- **4.4 MILLION PALESTINIANS IN GAZA & WEST BANK**
- **4.8 MILLION PALESTINIAN REFUGEES AWAITING A SOLUTION**
- **440 KM WALL SEGREGATING WEST BANK & GAZA SINCE 1993**
- **522 CHECKPOINTS & BARRIERS RESTRICTING WEST BANK & GAZA SINCE 1993**
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Talks timeline
Settlement units
Settler population
Settlement subsidy
House destruction
Jerusalem IDs revoked
Demolition orders (3,000 West Bank, 1,500 East Jerusalem)
OPT Palestinian population
Registered refugees
Enclaves (166 West Bank + 1 Gaza)
Checkpoints
Wall length
Gaza blockade
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